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Arcus racks up $1.74bn surpassing target for European infrastructure fund... [more]Laxman Pai, Opalesque Asia: Arcus Infrastructure Partners has received €1.61bn ($1.74bn) in capital commitments for its third fund Arcus European Infrastructure Fund 3 (AEIF3), exceeding its original target by more than 7%.
The infrastructure investor said in a press release that AEIF3 ha
Hedge funds shake up the euro zone's $10tn government bond market... [more]From Reuters: Hedge funds are piling into? the euro zone's $10 trillion government bond market, scenting opportunities as funding needs surge and the European Central Bank retreats. The funds are buying a large share of government debt sales, providing a source of much-needed capital, traders and of
Inside the performance of Tiger Management descendants so far in 2024... [more]From Institutional Investor: Tiger Global and Coatue are among the managers mentored by Julian Robertson that are having a good year.
Most Tiger-related funds showed positive results in February and are now up by mid- to upper single-digit rates through the first two months of the year. However,
New Launches: Apollo launches Mubadala-backed private credit fund, BlackRock to split EM Europe fund and create EM ex-China strategy, DWS launches Europe's first non-USA MSCI World ETF, Facebook co-founder Saverin's B Capital raises $750m in new fund, Ex-JPMorgan banker Ryan Holsheimer starts venture capital firm, BlackRock begins asset tokenization with launch of digital liquidity fund, Mediolanum International Funds launches two sustainable multi-manager vehicles... [more]Apollo launches Mubadala-backed private credit fund
From Business Times: Apollo Global Management has created a new private credit fund that will invest money from an affiliate of Mubadala Investment and other institutional investors for no fee during the first year and waive half of the 
Manager Profile: How Bruce Kovner used currencies and commodities to build his hedge fund... [more]From Benzinga: Every trader dreams about that one big score - that monster trade where you YOLO your account into a volatile asset and manage to cash in on a 10-1 win. 
Whether it's stocks, options or crypto, reaching for the stars through increased risk sometimes tempts even the most ardent rul
Bullish investors pile into EM, European stocks in March, BofA survey shows, Global growth expectations hit two-year high as managers diverge on potential AI bubble... [more]Bullish investors pile into EM, European stocks in March, BofA survey shows
From Reuters: Upbeat investors rushed into emerging market equities in March at the fastest pace since April 2017, and into euro zone stocks at the quickest clip since June 2020, Bank of America's fund manager sur
Institutional Investors: Wisconsin Investment Board commits $1.1bn to private equity, real estate, CalPERS boosts private equity and credit allocations, cuts stocks and bonds, Chicago Municipal Employees returns 10.9% for fiscal year, German institutional investors boost corporate bonds allocation... [more]Wisconsin Investment Board commits $1.1bn to private equity, real estate
From PIonline.com: State of Wisconsin Investment Board, Madison, disclosed about $1.1 billion in private equity and real estate commitments completed in the fourth quarter in a report included with materials for its 
Investing: Xponance takes stake in alts firm founded by Northern Trust vet, One year after CS debacle, hedge funds are scrambling for bank shares... [more]Xponance takes stake in alts firm founded by Northern Trust vet
Opalesque Industry Update - Xponance Alts Solutions (XAlts), a subsidiary of Xponance Inc, announced that it has entered into a strategic partnership with private investment firm The Copia Group ("Copia"). 
XAlts will mak
SPACs: B-D aggregator Wentworth seals deal with SPAC, creating publicly traded wealth firm, Tech and software SPAC Thimble Point Acquisition II withdraws $200m IPO... [more]B-D aggregator Wentworth seals deal with SPAC, creating publicly traded wealth firm
From City Wire: Independent broker-dealer aggregator Wentworth has officially merged with Kingswood Acquisition Corp. to create a publicly traded wealth management company. 
The merger with Kingswood, 
People: Hedge fund Caxton hires ex-Millennium trader Garg in Dubai push... [more]From Bloomberg: Caxton Associates hired former Millennium Management money manager Sameer Garg for macro and cross asset volatility trading in Dubai, as part of an expansion in the city that's emerging as a hub for hedge funds. 
Garg joined as a portfolio manager in Dubai, according to a person 
Crypto: World's largest pension fund explores bitcoin as an investment, Hedge funds that are going big on crypto, Crypto confidence is driving institutional investment, study finds, Ethereum scalers Immutable and Polygon unite for $100m gaming fund, Bitcoin halving is a 'show me the money' moment for miners... [more]World's largest pension fund explores bitcoin as an investment
From CNBC: Japan's government pension fund on Tuesday said it is requesting information on "illiquidity assets" such as bitcoin as part of research into potential new investments.
The Government Pension Investment Fund of 
Tech: AI hype hurts emerging markets, BTG billionaire Esteves says... [more]From Bloomberg: The relentless rally in artificial-intelligence stocks is helping drain money from capital markets across developing nations, according to Andre Esteves, the Brazilian billionaire founder of Banco BTG Pactual SA. 
"When you go back 30 years in history, the concept of emerging mar
U.S.: Wall Street bonuses fell 2% for 2023, New York Comptroller says, Billionaire John Paulson to hold megadonor fundraiser for Donald Trump... [more]Wall Street bonuses fell 2% for 2023, New York Comptroller says
From Reuters: Wall Street's cash bonuses fell 2% to an average $176,500 last year as financial firms took a more cautious approach to compensation, according to an estimate by New York State Comptroller Thomas DiNapoli.
T
MENA: Saudi Arabia plans $40bn AI investment fund overseen by a16z: Report... [more]From Coin Telegraph: The Saudi Arabian government is reportedly mulling the creation of a $40 billion investment fund to pour money into artificial intelligence, which could take place in the second half of the year.
Representatives behind Saudi Arabia's Public Investment Fund are also consideri
Asia: Navigating 'transition finance' in Apac, AIA sets targets to decarbonise power generation portfolio... [more]Navigating 'transition finance' in Apac
From Finance Asia: Transition finance has gained attention and popularity over the past few months across issuers, investors, financial institutions in the green and sustainable finance space, including in Asia Pacific Apac.
Industry standards a
PE/VC: Chinese PE makes friends in Mideast, 2024 trends in private equity and mergers and acquisitions... [more]Chinese PE makes friends in Mideast
From Pitch Book: Frosty relations with the US have chipped away at Chinese private equity, but investors in the Middle East have been more than willing to step into the breach.
The Financial Times reported Tuesday that Abu Dhabi's sovereign wealth f
Study: Total portfolio approach: Large investors challenging traditional asset allocation... [more]From PIonline.com: In the autumn of 2022, John L. Bowman, president of the Chartered Alternative Investment Analyst Association, met in a coffee shop in Singapore with Swee Chiang Chiam, managing director and head of total portfolio policy and allocation at Singapore sovereign wealth fund GIC, to di
Family Offices: Asian family offices, ultra-wealthy drive private credit boom... [more]From Asian Investor: As the sector grows, family offices are flocking to returns that can reach 12%, according to industry experts. Fuelled by high interest rates and the growing range of liquid investment options, investors and family offices in Asia have said they are growing allocations to privat
ESG: Texas schools fund pulls $8.5bn from BlackRock over ESG investing, EIOPA presents pension fund investments' alignment with EU green taxonomy, Most passive funds labeled ESG are financing oil, gas expansion, The 2024 investment case for global sustainable infrastructure... [more]Texas schools fund pulls $8.5bn from BlackRock over ESG investing
From Reuters: A Texas school fund told BlackRock, opens new tab on Tuesday it was terminating its contract to manage around $8.5 billion of state money, accusing the investment giant of boycotting fossil fuel energy produce
Legal: Hedge fund trader denies Danish Cum-Ex strategy was scam, Crispin Odey accused of assaulting a woman just months after acquittal... [more]Hedge fund trader denies Danish Cum-Ex strategy was scam
From Bloomberg: British hedge fund trader Sanjay Shah, charged with serious fraud in Denmark over sham Cum-Ex trades, said in court that he and his team did nothing illegal when receiving more than 9 billion kroner ($1.3 billion) in
Activists: George Lucas endorses Disney and CEO Bob Iger in proxy fight, Hindenburg is making a name for itself by taking on Carl Icahn, Gautam Adani and others, Gautam Adani and others, Daniel Loeb's Third Point confirms it has been funding tiny chip maker's lawsuits against tech giants... [more]George Lucas endorses Disney and CEO Bob Iger in proxy fight
From WSJ: George Lucas is endorsing Disney and Chief Executive Bob Iger in their proxy fight against activist investor Nelson Peltz.
The "Star Wars" creator and one of Disney's biggest individual shareholders said Tuesday th
News Briefs: The other hedge fund with 40,000 students applying for 100 internships, Hedge fund Point72's "elite" team is paying Python quant interns $25k monthly... [more]The other hedge fund with 40,000 students applying for 100 internships
From eFinancial Careers: It's not only banks that offer internships to students, hedge funds do too. But if you want to get a hedge fund internship, then good luck.
Citadel is famously awash with people who want to
And, finally:   The Double Mark... [more]LAD Bible reported on March 5 about two unacquainted Brits who were headed to a holiday in Bangkok, Thailand. At the airport, Mark Garland, 58, of Wiltshire, tried to check in, but gate staff told him he already had. After some sleuthing, they realized there was another Mark Garland (62, from Bristo
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 Portland-based manager launches equity hedged strategy meant to outperform the S&P
B. G., Opalesque Geneva: TradeWinds has just launched a global hedged equity fund, which is derived from a successful long-only strategy and boasts a proven and systematic way to identify where the global bull markets are occurring. 

The concentrated hedged equity program Aeolus (named after the Greek god of...» Full Story
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Arcus racks up $1.74bn surpassing target for European infrastructure fund 
Laxman Pai, Opalesque Asia: Arcus Infrastructure Partners has received €1.61bn ($1.74bn) in capital commitments for its third fund Arcus European Infrastructure Fund 3 (AEIF3), exceeding its orig...
» Full Story
Xponance Alts Solutions invests in The Copia Group 
Opalesque Industry Update - Xponance Alts Solutions (XAlts), a subsidiary of Xponance Inc, announced that it has entered into a strategic partnership with private investment firm The Copia Group ("Cop...
» Full Story
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	 New Managers


 Editorial
Dear Opalesque Reader,

Welcome to the February issue of New Managers! 


In Bulletin, we have an update on a new emerging manager event from global investment consultant Meketa. We also look at aggre...» Full Story

	 All stories » 
	 Get updates by RSS »




	 





				

				
						
			
			
			
			
			
Latest Video

 
Featuring: Ironshield Capital and David Nazar: How to build one of the longest, most successful track records in credit

Founded in 2007, London-based Ironshield Capital Management has one of the longest and most successful track records in credit investing, delivering equity-like returns whilst limiting drawdowns. The team is one of the most experi...» Watch the video 
	 More Videos  » 
	Subscribe to Video Feed »





	The Big Picture



 Fine wine market affected by double scarcity and growing demand
B. G., Opalesque Geneva: Many investors don't realise how big the wine market is, says Nicolas Mandiharat, co-founder of WineChain, in a recent webinar. This is surprising since it is one of the biggest - and one of the oldest - consumer markets. 

Indeed, the global wine market size is expected.. » Full Story
	All stories » 
	One month free trial subscription »




	Round Table - The Bahamas



Securities Commission puts Bahamas at the forefront of global digital asset regulation
On July 10th, 1973, The Bahamas achieved a historic milestone by transitioning from a 300-year-long colony to an Independent Nation. As the country commemorates its 50th anniversary of independence, this Roundtable conversation starts with an examination of the factors that have elevated it to the forefront as an international financial center.
"Already back in 1936, The Bahamas was at the forefront of private wealth management, although we didn't use that exact term," says ...
» Download Current Issue (The Bahamas)
	Round Table Archives » 
	Subscribe for Free »




	Horizons: Family Office & Investor Magazine




 
The Fraud Issue

Criminals continue to fleece high net-worth individuals and family offices through sophisticated scams that involve elaborate presentations, fake companies and websites, and fraudulent documents that appear credible.

We've documented three cases that describe the highly sophisticated, complex structures and cunningly designed processes which ultimately lead to straightforward investment fraud. This has
» Download Current Issue 
	Horizons Archives » 
	Subscribe for Free »
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	 All



	 	 
	 




Opalesque has been publishing Technical Research (chart analysis) since April 2006. Opalesque Technical Research offers technical chart analysis with a global perspective on all major markets, including Equity Indices, Fixed Income, Currencies, and Commodities.

Opalesque Technical Research is unique compared to most available research which is fundamental in nature, and not technically (chart) oriented. In addition, most current available research is mainly equity based, and not global in nature. 


» Current Issue

	To view this chart and receive our Technical Research as PDF please subscribe here
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  »This week  »   This month »  Next month »All Events
	Catalyst Cap Intro: Alternative Investing Funds – Summer, New York
 »  Mon, 17 Jun 2024The Catalyst Cap Intro ‘Alternative Investing Funds’ is a cross-strategies alt assets event...

	Catalyst Cap Intro: Alternative Investing Funds - Fall, New York
 »  Mon, 16 Sep 2024The Catalyst Cap Intro ‘Alternative Investing Funds’ is a cross-strategies alt assets event...



	Display All Events » 
	Add your event here »
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